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this is a refreshing and enjoyable update of the shakespeare classic. the plot is slow at times, but the
dialogue is witty and funny and the musical performances are incredible. director gregory doran has
successfully transferred the play to the stage. his use of lighting, set design and costuming has
created a striking and aesthetically pleasing look for this production. his use of music and singing is
like a dream come true. the cast is filled with first-class talent. the acting is authentic and the music
is great.the merchant of venice is a shakespearean comedy. it is full of mistaken identity, mistaken
assumptions, and witty lines. the dialogue is entertaining and the staging is beautiful. the music and
dancing are, of course, very special. the play was written in 1596 and performed in 1605. the cast
includes al pacino as the venetian jew, jeremy irons as a merchant of venice, and lynn collins as
portia. the set design and costumes are gorgeous.set on a serene venice lagoon, this production of
the bard's comedy offers stunning visuals as well as a few surprises. the merchant of venice is a play
with lots of foul language and yet the f-word is used only briefly. there is a lot of lip-smacking,
though, and i've never heard anyone pronounce the s sound in such a slovenly manner. the
merchant of venice may not be one of shakespeare's most popular plays, but doran's staging is a
truly special treat. it's a production that has a lot of interesting twists and turns. directed by gregory
doran, the show focuses on the play's prequel, the merchant of venice, a comedy set in 1596 venice,
where a jewish moneylender called shylock is unwilling to give his bond. some of the jewish
traditions are tied to the language and most of the characters have jewish names.the production is
filled with fantastic music and set design. the costumes are also eye-catching.
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the play is not free of comedy but as an introduction to the world of shakespeare (as well as the
world of venice) this would be a good place to start. while the play has been published many times
the lamb brothers have made several revisions. the best is the one that contains all of the original
contents. this includes the 5 songs. the play is set in the choragic festival on which the day of the

feast of the assumption. the play begins with a blessing on the sea which is followed by a blessing on
the city of venice. one of the best things about the play is that it has quite a bit of music in it. there

are two songs, one with a chorus of girls and the other with a chorus of men. both are given credit as
being by the "master of the revels". this was the official musical supervisor of the play. the music is
rather delightful especially as a prelude to shakespeare's masterpiece and was very well done. the
version is also available in audio form and is one of the few that has not been abridged. the audio

version is a little longer than the lamb brothers version and has a narrator. this version can be
downloaded for free in three formats. there is an mp3 version of the entire play. there is also an mp3
of the entire play with the second half narrated. finally, there is a version of the play in the form of a
cd with a single track of the entire play being read. the audio version is read by actor daniel radcliffe.

radcliffe does a fine job but he does have some trouble with the verse. he is able to read the
dialogue fluently but the lines are often spelled incorrectly. overall he is very good and does a fine

job of reading. 5ec8ef588b
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